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Explicit threads are undisciplined. They need some structure to keep them in line. In this column, we're
going to see what that structure is, as we motivate and illustrate best practices for using threads —
techniques that will make our concurrent code easier to write correctly and to reason about with
confidence.

Where Threads Fit (and Thread Pools, Sometimes)
In [1], I described the three pillars of concurrency. The first two pillars summarize the two main kinds of
concurrency we need to be able to express: 1. Keep things separate, so that independent parts of the
program can run asynchronously. 2. Use more cores to get the answer faster using data-parallel and
similar techniques. (The third pillar is about controlling concurrency once it has been expressed, using tools
like locks and atomics.)
Table 1 summarizes these two pillars, and also summarizes how well each is served by four major tools at
our disposal today for expressing concurrency: threads, thread pools, work stealing runtimes, and dataparallel facilities like OpenMP.

Table 1: Expressing two kinds of concurrency.
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Threads are about expressing Pillar 1 only, and this article will focus on that column: How to effectively use
today's tools, notably threads and in some cases thread pools, to express independent work. We'll look at
Pillar 2 in a future article.)

Threads: In a Nutshell
Here are the key things to know about threads:
Threads are for expressing asynchronous work. The point of being asynchronous is to let the units of
independent work in the application all run at their own speeds and better tolerate each other's
latency.
Threads are a low-level tool. Threads are just "sequential processes that share memory," and that
kind of freewheeling anything-goes model doesn't provide any abstraction or guard rails to make
good practices easy and bad practices hard. As aptly criticized by Edward Lee in his paper "The
Problem with Threads" [2], threads let you do anything, and do it nondeterministically by default.
"Up-level" them by replacing shared data with asynchronous messages. As much as possible, prefer
to keep each thread's data isolated (unshared), and let threads instead communicate via
asynchronous messages that pass copies of data. This best practice inherently encourages writing
threads that are event-driven message processing loops, which gives inherent structure and
synchronization and also improves determinism:
// An idealized thread mainline
//
do {
message = queue.Receive();
// this could block (wait)
// ...
// handle the message
// ...
} while( !done );
// check for exit

Ideally, each thread's logic should be built around the model of servicing its message queue, whether
a simple FIFO queue or a priority queue (the latter if some messages should be given priority even if
they arrive later).
Highly responsive threads should not perform significant work directly. Some threads are responsible
for interacting with the user (e.g., GUI threads) or with other processes or machines (e.g., socket and
communications threads), or for other reasons need to respond to messages quickly. Such threads
should perform nearly all their work asynchronously by posting the work to one or more helper
threads or, where appropriate, to a pool thread. In particular, highly responsive threads should never
block by waiting for a message or trying to acquire a lock.
A final note: In some cases, a thread that is short-running and will not block (wait idly for other events,
including inbound messages or locks) can be expressed instead as a thread pool work item for efficiency,
to avoid the overhead of creating a new thread from scratch. That's the one valid use of a thread pool for
Pillar 1.

Example 1: GUI
GUI threads are a classic example of message pump-driven code. A GUI program is driven by queued
events coming in from the user or elsewhere, and its code is organized as a set of responders providing
the right thing to do in response to anything from the user pressing a button (e.g., Save, Print, search and
replace) to a system event (e.g., window repaint, timer pulse, file system change notification). Many GUI
systems offer priority queueing that lets later messages execute sooner even if other messages in the
queue arrived earlier (e.g., SendMessage vs. PostMessage on Windows).
Consider the following simplified GUI pseudocode:
// Example 1: Sample synchronous GUI
// (not recommended)
//
while( message = queue.Receive() ) {
// this could block
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if( it's a "save document" request ) {
TurnSavingIconOn();
SaveDocument();
// bad: synchronous call
TurnSavingIconOff();
}
else if( it's a "print document" request ) {
TurnPrintingIconOn();
PrintDocument();
// bad: synchronous call
TurnPrintingIconOff();
}
else
...
}

Running nontrivial work synchronously on the GUI thread like this is a classic mistake, because GUIs are
supposed to be responsive, and to be responsive requires not just responding to events but responding to
them quickly. What if the GUI thread is busy processing a PrintDocument for several seconds, and in the
meantime the user tries to resize or move the window? The resize or move request will be dutifully
enqueued as a message that waits to be processed in its turn once the printing is complete; but in the
meantime the user sees no effect and may try the same action, or give up and try something else instead,
only to have all of the potentially duplicated or contradictory commands performed in sequence when the
GUI thread is finally able to service them — often with unintended effects. Synchronous execution leads to
poor responsiveness and a poor user experience.
Threads that must be responsive should never execute high-latency work directly. This includes not just
work that may take a lot of processing time, but also work that might have to wait for another thread,
process, or computer — including communications or trying to acquire a lock.
There are three major ways we can run high-latency work synchronously to move it off a thread that needs
to stay responsive. Using the GUI thread as a case in point, let's examine them in turn and consider when
each one is appropriate.

Async Option 1: Dedicated Background Thread
Our first option for moving work off the GUI thread is to execute it instead on a dedicated background
worker thread. Because there is exactly one background worker for all the GUI-related grunt work, one
potentially desirable effect is that the background work will be processed sequentially, one item at a time.
This can be a good thing when two pieces of work would conflict (e.g., want to use the same mutable data)
and so benefit from running sequentially; it can be a drawback when earlier tasks block later tasks that
could have run sooner independently (see Option 2 below). Note also that messages don't have to go only
one way: The asynchronous work can send back notifications ranging from a simple "I'm done" to
intermediate information like progress status.
Figure 1 shows an example of this arrangement, where the user presses Print (dark blue) and then Save
(light blue), and the two pieces of work are delegated to the worker where they can run asynchronously
while the user continues to perform other operations such as moving windows or editing text (gray).
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Figure 1: Getting work off the GUI thread using a dedicated background worker.
Let's consider two common ways to express the code for this option. First, we can arrange for the GUI
thread to send tags representing the work that needs to be done:
//
//
//
//

Option 1(a): Queueing work tags for a dedicated
background thread. Suitable where tasks need
to run sequentially with respect to each other (note
corollary: an earlier task can block later tasks).

// GUI thread
//
while( message = queue.Receive() ) { // this could block
if( it's a "save document" request ) {
TurnSavingIconOn();
worker.Send( new SaveMsg() ); // send async request
}
else if( it's a "save document" completion notification ) {
TurnSavingIconOff(); // receive async
// notification
}
else if( it's a "print document" request ) {
TurnPrintingStatusOn();
worker.Send( new PrintMsg() ); // send async request
}
else if( it's a "print document" progress notification ) {
if( percent < 100 ) // receive async
// notification
DisplayPrintPercentComplete( percent );
else
TurnPrintingStatusOff();
}
else
...
}
// Dedicated worker thread: Just interprets
// the tags on its queue and performs the
// appropriate action for each tag.
//
while( message = workqueue.Receive() ) {// this could block
if( it's a "save document" request )
SaveDocument(); // now sends completion
// notification
else if( it's a "print document" request )
PrintDocument(); // now sends progress
// notifications
else
...
// etc., and check for
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// termination
}

Alternatively, instead of sending tags we can send executable messages, such as Java runnable objects,
C++ function objects or lambdas, C# delegates or lambda expressions, or even C function pointers. This
helps simplify the worker thread mainline:
//
//
//
//

Option 1(b): Queueing runnable work for a dedicated
background thread. Suitable where tasks need
to run serially with respect to each other (note
corollary: an earlier task can block later tasks).

// GUI thread
//
while( message = queue.Receive() ) { // this could block
if( it's a "save document" request ) {
TurnSavingIconOn();
worker.Send( [] { SaveDocument(); } ); // send async work
}
else if( it's a "print document" request ) {
TurnPrintingStatusOn();
worker.Send( [] { PrintDocument(); } ); // send async work
}
else if( it's a "save document" notification ) { ... }
// as before
else if( it's a "print document" progress notification ) { ... }
// as before
else
...
}
// Simplified dedicated worker thread:
// Just executes the work it's being given.
//
while( message = workqueue.Receive() ) { // this could block
message();
// execute the given
// work
...
// check for
// termination
}

Async Option 2: Background Thread Per Task
Our second option is a variant of the first: Instead of having only one dedicated background worker, we can
choose to launch each piece of asynchronous work as its own new thread. This makes sense when the
work items really are independent and won't interfere with each other, though it can mean that work that is
launched later can finish earlier, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Getting work off the GUI thread using separate background workers.
Here's sample code that sketches how we can write this option, where red code again highlights the code
that is different from the previous example.
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// Option 2: Launching a new background thread
// for each task. Suitable where tasks don't need
// to run sequentially with respect to each other.
//
while( message = queue.Receive() ) { // this could block
if( it's a "save document" request ) {
TurnSavingIconOn();
... new Thread( [] { SaveDocument(); } ); // run async request
}
else if( it's a "print document" request ) {
TurnPrintingStatusOn();
… new Thread( [] { PrintDocument(); } );// run async request
}
else if( it's a "save document" notification ) { ... }
// as before
else if( it's a "print document" progress notification ) { ... }
// as before
else
...
}

The ellipsis before new Thread stands for any housekeeping we might do to keep track of the threads. In
languages with garbage collection we would normally just launch a new Thread and let it go; otherwise,
without garbage collection we might maintain a list of launched threads and clean them up periodically.

Async Option 3: Run One-Shot Independent Tasks On a Thread Pool
Thread pools are about expressing independent work that will get run on a set of threads whose number is
automatically chosen to match the number of cores available on the machine. Pools are mainly intended to
enable scalability (Pillar 2), but can sometimes also be used for running what would otherwise be short
threads.
Figure 3 shows how a short-running thread that rarely waits/blocks can instead "rent-a-thread" to run as a
pool work item. Again, this technique is for simple one-shot work only, and it's very important not to run
work on a thread pool if the work could block, such as wait to acquire a mutex or wait to receive a message
(sending out messages is okay because that doesn't block).

Figure 3: Getting work off the GUI thread using a thread pool (appropriate for shorter and non-blocking
work).
Here's some sample code, which again should be considered pseudocode given that the specific spelling
of "run this work on that pool" varies from one language and operating system to another:
// Option 3: Launching each task in a thread pool.
// Suitable for one-shot independent tasks that
// don't block for locks or communication.
//
while( message = queue.Receive() ) {
// this could block
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if( it's a "save document" request ) {
TurnSavingIconOn();
pool.run( [] { SaveDocument(); } ); // async call
}
else if( it's a "print document" request ) {
TurnPrintingStatusOn();
pool.run( [] { PrintDocument(); } ); // async call
}
else if( it's a "save document" notification ) { ... }
// as before
else if( it's a "print document" progress notification ) {
// as before
else
...

... }

}

A Word About OpenMP and Work-Stealing Runtimes
Table 1 shows two other tools that are available (or becoming available) to express potentially
asynchronous work, but for a different purpose:
Work-stealing runtimes. Work stealing, pioneered by Cilk [3], is the engine behind the emerging crop
of next-generation runtimes that target providing scalable concurrency (Pillar 2). They make it easy
and efficient to express work that might be done in parallel if there are enough hardware resources to
run it in parallel, yet add hardly any overhead if there aren't extra cores handy because the default
implementation is to run the work sequentially in the original thread. Products based on work stealing
include Intel's Threading Building Blocks [4], and at least four upcoming products: the Visual C++
2010 Parallel Patterns Library (PPL) [5], the .NET 4.0 Task Parallel Library (TPL) [6] and Parallel
LINQ (PLINQ) [7], and the Java 7 Fork/Join framework [8].
OpenMP. Long available and now in version 3.0, OpenMP is all about parallelizing Fortran- and
C-style loops, running them on a sort of thread pool under the covers to get data-parallel scalability.
[9]
I mention these tools here primarily to say that they're meant for Pillar 2, as Table 1 shows. They're all
about different ways to split and subdivide work across available cores to get the answer faster on
machines having more cores, from doing loop iterations in parallel, to working on subranges of the data in
parallel, to performing recursive decomposition (divide-and-conquer algorithms) in parallel.
These are not the right tools for Pillar 1, which means that they neither compete with threads nor replace
them. The reason that work-stealing runtimes and OpenMP are unsuitable for running work
asynchronously is because the work is not guaranteed to actually run off the original thread — i.e., it's not
guaranteed to be asynchronous at all.
For completeness, though, here's a taste of the syntax:
// Option 4 (NOT recommended for PrintDocument):
// Run on a work stealing or OpenMP runtime.
// Using Visual C++ 2010 Parallel Patterns Library (PPL)
// with the convenience of ISO C++0x lambdas
//
taskgroup.run( [] { PrintDocument(); } );
// Using .NET 4.0 Task Parallel Library (TPL)
// with the convenience of C# lambdas
//
Parallel.Invoke( () => { PrintDocument(); } );
// Using Java 7 ForkJoin with an explicit runnable object
//
class PrintTask extends ForkJoinTask {
public void run() { PrintDocument(); }
...
}
...
fjpool.execute( new PrintTask(); );

OpenMP is not based on work stealing, but does offer a similar construct with the same caveat:
// Using OpenMP (again, NOT recommended for PrintDocument)
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//
#pragma omp task
{
PrintDocument();
}

Example 2: Sockets
Another classic example of event-driven code is client-server communications. A server listens for
incoming connection requests; as each connection arrives, the server has to accept it and then process
inbound and outbound traffic on that connection until the connection is closed by one side or the other. At
any given time, the server has to be able to deal with multiple active connections from different clients,
each at a different stage in its processing.
As with the previous GUI example, we have the option of handling the work synchronously or
asynchronously. The synchronous code looks something like this in a classic socket-oriented API. The
methods are spelled a little differently in POSIX, Java, and other environments, but all follow the basic
operation.
// Example 2: Doing it all on one thread/process
// (pseudocode, and assumes select returns single events)
//
while( /*... */ ) {
select( our socket list ); // blocks until something is ready
if( a connection request came in )
accept() and add it into to our socket list
else if( a connection closed )
close() and remove it from our socket list
else if( one of our read sockets is ready )
// synchronous processing
read more data from that socket and process it
else if( one of our write sockets is ready )
// synchronous processing
write the next chunk of data to that socket
}

A key problem with this is that all the work is being handled by a single thread. For one thing, that tends to
make the code more complex; one thread has to do it all, so all the code to handle all the different kinds of
clients appears in one place. For another, running all the work on one thread means that all the work will
run sequentially on one core (or, equivalently, one core at a time if the operating system migrates the
thread from core to core). If the total work saturates the core, then additional work will be throttled and slow
down the server's responsiveness for all clients as later requests queue up and wait for earlier work to
complete.
A common solution is to use Option 2: Let the server service connections simultaneously by launching a
new thread to handle each incoming client. Here's the basic logic:
// Applying Option 2 (pseudocode)
// Listener thread: Only accepts connections
// and launches new threads to deal with them
//
while( /*…*/ ) {
wait for connection request
accept()
... = new Thread( [] { HandleIt( theConnection) ); } );
}
// Each handler thread
//
void HandleIt( ... ) {
while( wait for event on this connection ) {
// this could block
if( this connection was closed ) {
close()
return;
}
else if( incoming data ready to read )
// synchronous processing
read more data from this connection and process it
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else if( connection is ready to write )
// synchronous processing
write the next chunk of data to this connection
}

This code is both clearer and potentially faster. The program is clearer because the code to handle each
kind of client is nicely wrapped up in its own method or class, instead of being intermingled. The program is
faster because it keeps different connections asynchronous and independent, so that the work on one
connection doesn't have to wait to be processed sequentially behind work on another connection. This
gives better responsiveness even on a single-core server that isn't heavily loaded, and it delivers better
scalability under load on servers that do have parallel hardware.

Example 3: Pipeline Stages
A third classic example of independent work that should run asynchronously is pipelining, and the
independent pieces of work are the pipeline stages. In a nutshell, here's the idea: We have a series of
pieces of data to be processed in order (e.g., series of packets to prepare for sending). Each piece has to
go through several stages of processing (e.g., decorate, compress, encrypt) that need to be applied to a
given piece of data in order.
The stages are otherwise independent (e.g., the compressor can run independently of the decorator and
encryptor), other than waiting for available work to arrive from the previous stage. As shown in Figure 4, we
can express the pipeline with one thread per stage, connected by asynchronous message queues to let the
stages run independently and tolerate latency as the different stages typically run at different speeds. Each
stage just takes each incoming packet from the previous stage, does its own processing, and throws it over
to the next stage.

Figure 4: Using three threads to express three pipeline stages.

Summary
Threads are a low-level tool for expressing asynchronous work. "Uplevel" them by applying discipline:
strive to make their data private, and have them communicate and synchronize using asynchronous
messages. Each thread that needs to get information from other threads or from people should have a
message queue, whether a simple FIFO queue or a priority queue, and organize its work around an eventdriven message pump mainline; replacing spaghetti with event-driven logic is a great way to improve the
clarity and determinism of your code.
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